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rendering of the Golden Rule.    And, at the same time,
he would have no relegation of the individual to the
status of a f means'.    Even the least and humSIest
must be treated as an end and given the fullest oppor-
tunity of exercising his will.    But  the individual is
not free when he is the mere victim of his own desires
(here Kant is at unity with Plato), because appetite
is a savage tyrant.    He is only free, in truth, when he
is willing his own good.    The  State,  therefore, may
^I^^Y6?^ t? J^C.?F desire_and to promote will ;   its
object is not to regulate all things with the^mnipotence
and omniscience of the Platonic governing caste, but
to remove obstacles to freedom ;   in other words, to
crush desire and to release will.    This it can achieve
by creating a system of laws which are not in conflict
with    ' natural   right *    but   its    sturdy   guarantors.
Rousseau, working on a basis of social contract, main-
tained that men surrender their freedom in order to
receive it back again  as members  of  a community,
and the community, by crushing desire in the interests
of will, can really force men to 'be free:    It is plain
that we are now in a world of psychological assumptions
and arguments far remote from the simplicity of the
Utilitarian creed.
Accordingly, if we bear in mind the changing social
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and political conditions of Green's day a$ wdLaswtfie
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^ature of _his . . philosophical ^msgiration^ lai^ lectures
are not such difficult reading as they may at,, £ist
sigfit seem. His task was the analysis of society and
the solving of the problem, * What is my duty to my
neighbour, and why should I pay any attention to the
constituted authority ? J Starting: with , the
that society is a natural growth and tfeat^
moral theory writ large, Green logically breaks
from the  contractual attitude  to  ' rights *.    On thi$

